Implementing a multimedia and video conferencing solution has become increasingly complex. Government agencies looking at integrating video technology into their facility have many considerations to take into account: budget, vendors, standards, design, implementation and management to name a few. SPS takes the complexity of designing and implementing an A/V solution and simplifies the process for our customers with multimedia design and implementation services for immersive conferencing and custom audiovisual environments. Our expertise in implementing Multimedia solutions will help you manage complexities like:

- Technology and architecture
- Desktop and mobility strategies
- Adherence to global standards
- Management and control
- Ease of deployment
- Usability

Our team of dedicated AV professionals serves as your design architect, IT consultant, systems integrator and everything in between necessary to take your project from concept to completion. From collaboration, to telepresence, to audio visual integration and digital signage and video walls, SPS’ team of experts can help with any custom multimedia and video conferencing project. Our services include:

- Consulting
- Design
- Room Upgrade — SD to HD
- Network Assessment
- Implementation
- Project Management
- On-Site Training

**Consulting Services** — SPS can help you define your multimedia and video conferencing strategy, identify manufacturers and evaluate the solution that is right for your organization. With your business objectives in mind, we help define the goals of the deployment and metrics for success and partner with you to deliver a solution that achieves those goals.
Design Services — SPS takes a solutions-centric approach to design to carefully consider the business and technical requirements, IT and end-user experience, and the effects of video conferencing on the overall network. Our multimedia design group develops room and video designs for virtually any business environment to deliver a consistent, high-quality experience over the network, in the physical meeting sites, and within the video solution itself.

Network Assessment Service — The network matters. It is the foundation that enables a quality collaboration experience. SPS works with our customers to determine the viability of the existing network infrastructure to support a multimedia and video deployment, and provides documented recommendations to support future growth.

Implementation Services — SPS provides an implementation ready design of the video solution with a comprehensive network implementation plan for each component including audiovisual and environmental standards. SPS Integration Services ensure that the video conferencing solution seamlessly integrates within the unified communications and telephony environments. We integrate codecs and touch screen control systems from leading manufacturers to customize the AV deployment to meet our customers specific needs. In addition, SPS can facilitate the integration of the audio visual solution into management, scheduling, and monitoring systems that can streamline an overall communications solution for quicker decision-making, lower operating costs, and more effective collaboration.

Project Management — Your project manager serves as a dedicated specialist to plan, direct, supervise, and coordinate all activities involved in the development and implementation of your multimedia project, including determining resource requirements, preparing and tracking project schedules, and maintaining control over quality and cost during the performance of the project.

Contact us to learn more about

FEDERAL SOLUTIONS from SPS

Contact SPS today at 888-777-7280 or visit www.spscom.com.
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